EC Lines
Soccer full field marking directions step by step. No measuring required!
Please read directions and look at diagrams before marking the field.
Step #1 Find the corner of the field. Each Eazy Crease field line holder (Pic 1) has a number attached
to each line holders 1, 2, 3, and 4. Start with end loops on line 1 and end loop on line 2, loop has #
and Start tag. Stake each end loop together using the spikes on the corner of the field (Pic 2). Roll out
line 1 wire down the sideline, and line 2 cross the end line. Now attach line 3 end loop to line 2 end
loop by placing a spike in the loops, roll out line 3 down the other sideline of the field. Now attach line
3 end loop to line 4 end loop placing spike in the loops together and roll out line 4 at the opposite end
of the field. Attach line 4 end loop to line 1 end loop by placing the spike in loops 1 and 4 together.
Now you should have a full field boundaries (Pic 3). Make sure lines are straight and tight. Check the
corners to insure they are at a 90 degree angle by placing the line holder outside edges to the outside
edges of the corner clips. These clips are located near the beginning and end of the line loops of the
lines (Pic 4). Now start painting the field by placing your striping machine wheels on the right edge of
the line, this keep paint from getting on the lines and the # tags (Pic 5).

Step #2 Now that you have painted the boundaries of the field, move end line 2 or 4 to clip 1 on lines 1 and 3,
place spike next to clip 1. This will allow you to mark the top of the goal box (Pic 6). Make sure line 2 or 4 is
straight and tight. Paint between clips 2 on line 2 or 4 Put wheels of striping machine next to the line to keep
from getting paint on line (Pic 7).
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Step #3 Move end line 2 or 4 to clip 2 on sidelines 1 and 3. This will allow you to mark the penalty kick mark
clip C on line 2 or 4. Make sure line 2 or 4 are straight and tight. Paint one foot circle or line (Pic 8).
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Step #4 Move end line 2 or 4 to clip 3 on sidelines 1 and 3. This will allow you to mark the top of the penalty
box (Pic 9). Make sure line 2 or 4 are straight and tight. Paint between clips 1 on line 2 or 4. Put wheels of
striping machine next to the line to keep from getting paint on line(Pic 10).
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Step #5 Move end line 2 or 4 to clip C on sidelines 1 and 3. This will allow you to mark the center line (Pic 11).
Make sure line 2 or 4 are straight and tight. Paint from side line to side line on line 2 or 4. Put wheels of
striping machine next to the line to keep from getting paint on line (Pic 12). . Repeat Step #4, #3, and #2 on
other side of field.
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Step #6 Move end line 2 or 4 back to the End line. Move side line 1 or 3 to clip 1 on line 2 and 4 to mark the
side of the penalty box (Pic 13). . Make sure line 1 or 3 are straight and tight. Mark from the end line to the
top of the penalty box. Put wheels of stripping machine next to the line to keep from getting paint on line
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Step #7 Move side line 1 or 3 to clip 2 on end line 2 and 4 to mark the side of the goal box (Pic 15). Make
sure line 1 or 3 are straight and tight. Mark from the end line to the top of the goal box. Put wheels of striping
machine next to the line to keep from getting paint on line (Pic 16).
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Step #8 repeat steps #7 and #6 on the other side of goal (Pic 17).
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Paint can attachment
Step #9 Now that all the straight lines are done and all lines are rolled up on the line holders. Roll line 4 out to
loop 4. Clip the paint can attachment to the end loop line 1. Place spike in loop 4 and into center of penalty
mark line or circle, mark arc from one side to the other side of the arc. Repeat at other end of field.

Step #10 Pull spike out of ground move to center of field using line 1 loop 4 and the corner arc and circle
attachment, mark the center circle.

Finished Result!

